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The EPOS
and Microsoft
Partnership
Get a seamless Microsoft Teams experience
Getting the most out of your Microsoft Teams investment means
matching with the best possible communication tools – because
ultimately, bad audio is bad business. Our Microsoft Teams certified
headsets and speakerphones have been rigorously tested to ensure
compatibility with Microsoft Teams and Microsoft® Office 365. This
means you get a seamless Microsoft Teams experience and can
jump straight into your meetings with superior audio that helps you
focus on what you do best.
Empower teams with Microsoft Teams Rooms
Now that the hybrid workplace is our working reality, Microsoft has
developed Microsoft Teams Rooms to empower teams regardless
of their individual locations through richer and more interactive
collaboration experiences. EXPAND Line speakerphones including
EXPAND 30T and EXPAND 80T, as well as our intelligent speaker,
EXPAND Capture 5, and video conferencing solution EXPAND Vision 3T
are Certified for Microsoft Teams and Microsoft Teams Rooms.
Try and buy with the EPOS trial program
The EPOS professional trial program gives you the opportunity to
experience a full range of headsets and speakerphones before you
decide on the best solution for your business.
For more information or to enroll in the program, please visit:
eposaudio.com/try

We develop premium solutions that
deliver excellent audio experiences
so individuals and teams can reach
their goals and perform better
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Bad Audio is
Bad Business
In a world where time is money, flawless,
intuitive communication and effortless
collaboration is essential for success.
- In the office, on-the-go or at home
- In conference collaborations
or during business travel
At EPOS, we innovate and craft technologies 
that aim to improve your communication
and collaboration, empowering you to
increase productivity and focus. To unleash
your potential and achieve more.

95%
admit concentration and
efficiency at work suffer
due to sonic setbacks

20%
have experienced
dissatisfied clients due
to poor sound quality

29 minutes
are lost every week, per
employee due to poor sound
quality on voice calls
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Video Enables the
Hybrid Workplace
Human beings are social creatures
– we need to connect to succeed.
Recent studies reveal how video
conferencing is booming because of
the rapid increase in hybrid working.
EPOS is committed to developing a
new standard of video conferencing
solutions that enable simple, effective
video collaboration and unleash the
potential of your entire team.

Video chats boost
happiness*
Research show eye contact
boosts dopamine and
reduces the stress hormone
cortisol

1000% in Microsoft Teams
video calls*
During March 2020 due
to the boom in the remote
workplace

New video features
developed*
Microsoft Teams introduced
custom backgrounds, raise
hand feature and more

* ”Remote work trend report: meetings”, By Jared Spataro, Corporate Vice President for Microsoft 365:
www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/04/09/remote-work-trend-report-meetings/#.Xo9CTVQjvCA.linkedin
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Certified for Microsoft
Teams and Ready for
the Remote Workplace
In today’s new reality of the remote workplace teamwork is a
number one priority. Now more than ever effective collaboration
is essential for your company’s success. EPOS has a wide range
of headsets, speakerphones and video conferencing solutions
that are certified for Microsoft Teams making it even easier to
collaborate with your team through one of the world’s most
effective collaboration tools.
Dedicated Microsoft Teams button
In an instant, users can launch the Microsoft Teams application via a
dedicated button on certain certified headsets and speakerphones.
This makes activation easier than ever and ensures that users can
focus on the task at hand. This integration provides users with the
best possible audio quality for their meetings. It means you can
jump straight into your meetings quickly and easily, at home, at
work, on the go, and everywhere in between.
A seamless collaboration experience
You also get full call control of the Teams platform from your EPOS
certified device. Meaning you can answer/end calls, mute or put
calls on hold, as well as control volume. In addition, the LED on the
dedicated button on certain headsets and speakerphones will
provide Teams notifications on your EPOS device via a pulsing
light, indicating whether you’ve had a missed call, voice message
or if the meeting has started.
Certified video conferencing solutions
With the EXPAND Vision 3T you can immerse yourself in all the
familiar features of Microsoft Teams with just one touch. EXPAND
Vision 3T is also certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android.
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ADAPT Line
Headsets

Work wherever, whenever
All the ADAPT Line headsets from EPOS
have now been certified for Microsoft
Teams to enable intuitive, streamlined
integration with this market-leading
collaboration tool. It’s a line of versatile,
wireless headsets inspired by the versatile
needs of today’s busy professionals.
Whether in the open office environment,

For more info, please visit:
eposaudio.com/adapt

on-the-go or working remotely you get
crystal clear Teams calls, and state-of-theart Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) in a
variety of comfortable, contemporary
designs. This means that you can
communicate and concentrate without
compromise in a range of different sound
environments.
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EPOS Wireless
Bluetooth® Headsets

ADAPT 600 Series

ADAPT 500 Series

ADAPT 400 Series

ADAPT 300 Series

- Maximize focus and productivity anywhere with a
headset powered by EPOS AI™ for personal audio with
superb call clarity, stereo sound and adaptive ANC.
Enjoy a unique Microsoft Teams solution with machine
learning enhanced microphone performance.

- Cut through the noise and make your presence felt
with a headset that keeps you productive in open
offices, or on the move. Get clearer calls with the
discreet boom arm for excellent speech intelligibility
and use ANC in noisy situations to focus.

- Keep moving, stay focused and be productive with
an in-ear, neckband headset that delivers rich, natural
sound and ANC whether at work or commuting. Tune
into clear business calls anywhere, with a vibrating
neckband so you’ll never miss a call.

- Stay focused with ANC that reduces background noise,
helps you concentrate in busy open offices and boosts
productivity on-the-go. Ensure clear business calls
with a solution certified for Microsoft Teams and switch
easily between devices as you multitask.

- Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AI™

- Get clearer calls on demand

- Boost your productivity with ANC

- Concentrate in noisy environments

- Regain concentration anytime, anywhere

- Concentrate anytime, anywhere with ANC

- Clear business calls – Microsoft Teams solution

- Ensure clear calls with certified solution

- Ensure clear calls with Microsoft Teams certified
solution

- Ensure clear calls with Microsoft Teams certified
solution

- Enjoy superior comfort and fit

- Switch effortlessly between your favorite devices

- Stay connected to your favorite devices

- Enjoy stylish, comfortable design

- EPOS Voice™ technology for listening to colleagues
without removing the headset.

- Enjoy comfort and convenience

- EPOS Voice™ technology for listening to colleagues
without removing the headset

- High-quality stereo sound and reliable performance

- Benefit from 30 hours of battery life
- Designed for mobile workers
- Fold flat design with rotating ear cups to switch
on and off

- Launch Microsoft Teams instantly with the dedicated
button for Microsoft Teams via BTD 800 USB dongle
- EPOS Voice™ technology enables you to interact
without removing the headset
- Up to 46 hours battery life
- Reliable performance wherever and however you work
- Store easily with portable carry case Compact carry
case includes USB dongle and USB-C cable

For more info, please visit:
eposaudio.com/adapt
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EPOS Wireless
Bluetooth® Headsets

EPOS Wired
Headsets

ADAPT 200 Series

ADAPT 100 Series

- If work means calls via multiple devices, choose a
wireless headset that fits with your dynamic working
style in the hybrid workplace. Lightweight, portable
and wireless, this flexible audio companion keeps you
at peak performance.

- Work your way with a stylish, comfortable headset
designed for the demands of today’s hybrid workplace
with ANC and superior stereo sound.

- Enjoy flexible connectivity and great audio
- All-day comfort and productivity with soft, noise
damping ear pads
- Microsoft Teams certified and UC optimized
- Sleek, contemporary design and foldable boom arm
- Extremely portable to keep you moving

For more info, please visit:
eposaudio.com/adapt

- Microsoft Teams certified and optimized for UC
- Call quality meets stylish design
- Concentrate wherever you work
- Plug and play device connectivity
- Enjoy enhanced comfort
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IMPACT Line
Headsets

EPOS Wireless
Bluetooth® Headset

IMPACT MB Pro Series
– Ensure high-quality communication with the premium
Bluetooth® headset that complements your dynamic
working style – in the office and on-the-go
– The IMPACT MB Pro Series delivers natural audio
experiences with EPOS VoiceTM technology
– Optimized speech with an ultra noise-cancelling
microphone
– EPOS SoundTM technology reduces listener fatigue
and boosts user comfort

When talk matters
For communication professionals working in
dynamic open offices, clear and seamless
communication is essential. With the IMPACT
Line of certified Microsoft Teams solutions,
you can be sure of a seamless Microsoft
Teams experience that will benefit both you
and your customer. Every model delivers rich

For more info, please visit:
eposaudio.com/impact

and natural audio during Teams calls, with
EPOS innovations that filter out unwanted
noise, clarify speech, and deliver an enhanced
audio experience for both speaker and
listener. As a result, the IMPACT Line improves
productivity and efficiency, and enables you
to deliver an excellent customer experience.

– Multi-point connectivity with two Bluetooth® devices
connected simultaneously and up to 25 m/82 ft
wireless range
– Up to 15 hours’ talk time for all-day use
– Mute, adjust volume and answer/end calls easily
– Easy headset docking in between calls with magnetic
charge interface
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EPOS Wired
Headsets

IMPACT 600 Series

IMPACT 600 Mobile Series

IMPACT 200 Series

IMPACT 100 Series

- Benefit from outstanding audio in dynamic office
spaces with the premium wired IMPACT 600 Series.
You get reliable, high-quality design with a headset
crafted to perfection and easy call handling to boost
your productivity

-S
 C 600 Mobile Series are premium wired headsets
with both 3.5 mm jack and USB connectivity

- Maintain energy and focus with clear communication
between you and your listener and enjoy robust wired
headsets with all-day comfort. In busy contact centers
these headsets are both reliable and user-friendly.

- Enjoy more natural-sounding conversations and great
quality audio with headsets designed for enterprises
introducing Unified Communications. Experience the
difference unique EPOS technology can make to your
efficiency and well-being.

- Certified for Microsoft Teams

–C
 hoice between single-sided or double-sided variants

– Integrated call control and USB connector

- ActiveGard technology protects users against acoustic
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants
– ActiveGard technology protects users against acoustic
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line
®

- Outstanding sound for perfect speech clarity
- Enjoy high-quality design and craftsmanship
- Handle calls seamlessly and conveniently
- Easy to store and portable
- Exceptional wearing comfort

For more info, please visit:
eposaudio.com/impact

–C
 ertified for Microsoft Teams
–D
 etachable USB cable and smart in-line call control

- Certified for Microsoft Teams
– Integrated call control and USB connector

®

– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants
– ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

- Certified for Microsoft Teams
– Integrated call control and USB connector
– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants
– ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line
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EXPAND Line
Meeting Solutions

Seamless collaboration
With the EXPAND Line we’ve raised the
bar when it comes to teamwork. All our
speakerphones enable instant conference
calls with superior audio, are easy to use, and
configure automatically with all your devices.
While our intelligent video conferencing
solutions keep everyone in the picture,
ensure absolute audio clarity and enable you

For more info, please visit:
eposaudio.com/expand

to join meetings with just one touch. EXPAND
Line speakerphones, video conferencing
solutions and intelligent speakers also have
variants that are certified for Microsoft Teams
and Microsoft Teams Rooms to ensure a
seamless Teams experience when uniting
across locations, borders, and time zones.
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What is Microsoft
Teams Rooms?
A ‘Microsoft Teams Room’ can in principle be any
meeting room that you find available – for it to
function however, you need a set of hardware
devices. Microsoft Teams Rooms can vary in size
from small to medium-sized meeting rooms and
larger conference spaces depending on the audio
and video peripherals used.*
Which devices are required?
The following components are needed to make a
complete Teams meeting room, please note that
some manufacturers combine several of the
necessary components into one single unit so there
might not be a need to purchase all the separate
components. Also notice, the devices with a dotted
line are optional. In order to save time, money and
other resources, it often makes sense to create a
‘Ready-to-go room’ that includes cables of the
appropriate length, cable management, and
additional components that are ready to use.

* To see which EPOS products are used for the different sized meeting
rooms, see the appendix in the back of this brochure.

Required

Optional
Screen

Screen
(secondary)

Computer
running the MTR
software. Can be
Windows 10 or
Android based.

Can also be connected
to view content or to be
used as digital whiteboard (touch screen).
Microsoft
Surface Hub
Camera

Speakerphone

Laptop
On some systems
a laptop can be
connected via HDMI
to share content
(screen sharing).

Control unit

Headset

Usually touch screen
but can also be remote
control on Android
based systems.

Can be connected
for personal audio.

Can be configured for
the room to be used
for collaboration.
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How Can Microsoft Teams
Rooms Empower You?

Certified
Devices

EXPAND 30 Series

EXPAND 80 Series

- Portable wireless Bluetooth speakerphone for
instant conferencing anywhere

– Scalable Bluetooth® speakerphone

– Exceptional audio performance for conference
calls, music and multimedia

– Six adaptive, beamforming microphones

®

– Personal conferencing or up to 8 participants
– Multi-point connectivity with up to three devices

Microsoft Teams Rooms means you can
turn any room into an inclusive collaboration
space so that everyone gets a place at the
meeting table, no matter where they sit. The
EPOS intelligent speaker, EXPAND Capture 5
is certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms. It
delivers advanced voice recognition enabling

a live automated transcription of your meeting.
The transcription is searchable, making it easy
to take decisions and assign actions after
meetings. Furthermore, Cortana can be used
optimally throughout your meeting to sync
calendars and arrange next steps.

– EPOS Voice™

– Utra-low distortion speaker in a unique
suspended speaker box

– Connectivity via Bluetooth® or USB-C

– Sound-enhancing fabric by Kvadrat with
a premium, minimalist aesthetic

EXPAND Capture 5

EXPAND 80 Mic

– An intelligent speaker for Microsoft Teams Rooms

– For larger meetings attach up to two
expansion microphones for a Microsoft Teams
certified experience

– Advanced voice recognition for up to 10 participants
– Participate fully with automated live transcription
– S
 uperior audio for the hybrid workplace with
premium speaker and 7-microphone array
– S
 earchable transcription of your Teams meeting
makes decision making and assigning actions easy
– Optimal Cortana assistance throughout your
Teams meeting

– Four beamforming microphones
– Smart cable management for professional,
stylish meetings
– Plug-and-play conferencing
– Statement Scandinavian design
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EXPAND
Video Conferencing

EXPAND Vision 3T
- Video conferencing bar with wide angle 4K camera
& Sony® sensor
- Superior audio from included EPOS EXPAND 30T
- Easy set up and maintenance with automatic
software updates
- Remote device management via Microsoft Teams
admin center

Video for Today’s Smart Office
In today’s working world video conferencing
is becoming increasingly essential. High
quality video conferencing solutions enrich
the virtual meeting space replacing the need
for expensive, unsustainable travel with an
excellent alternative to face-to-face
meetings. Seeing a clear image of your
remote counterpart boosts the productivity
of your meeting with all the nuances of
expressions and body language.

- One-touch to join your meeting – no PC needed

Our EXPAND Line video conferencing solutions
offer an unrivalled meeting experience with
full HD video, exceptional voice pickup and
noise cancellation – powered by EPOS AI™.
These simple, all-in-one solutions work at the
touch of a button, providing all you need in
one device to make your meeting room a hub
of productivity. With such reliability installed in
your workplace you can feel as connected to
your remote colleagues as if being in the
meeting room together.
We call it – video collaboration reinvented.

- Enjoy a natural meeting experience - Like being there
- Intelligent picture framing, voice tracking and noise
cancellation

Comparison Overview
Wireless Bluetooth® Headsets

Art. no.

Comparison Overview
Wireless Bluetooth® Headsets

ADAPT
660

ADAPT
560

ADAPT
460T

ADAPT
360

ADAPT
360 White

1000200

1000207

1000204

1000209

1000210

Connectivity

Art. no.
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ADAPT
260

ADAPT
261

ADAPT
230

ADAPT
231

IMPACT
MB Pro 2 UC ML

IMPACT
MB Pro 1 UC ML

1000882

1000897

1000881

1000896

1000567

1000565

•

•

Connectivity

Softphone/PC

•

•

•

•

•

Softphone/PC via USB

Mobile phone

•

•

•

•

•

Softphone/PC via USB-C

Tablet

•

•

•

•

•

Mobile phone

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multi-point connectivity

•

•

•

•

•

Tablet

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multi-point connectivity*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Features

•

•
•

•

EPOS ActiveGard® technology

•

•

•

•

•

Features

Noise at work (EC directive)*

•

•

•

•

•

In-line call control unit

•

•

•

•

Noise-cancelling microphone

•

•

•

•

•

Optimized for calls & multimedia

•

•

•

•

EPOS Voice

•

•

•

•

EPOS ActiveGard technology

•

•

•

•

•

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone

TM

•

•

•

•

technology

Multimedia

•

SpeakFocus™ technology

•

USB dongle

WindSafe™ technology

•

USB-C dongle

Adaptive Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

•

Carry pouch

•

•

•

•

ANC (On/Off)

•

•

•

•

•

Noise at Work, (EU directive)**

•

•

•

•

TalkThrough™ technology

•

•

•

•

•

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone

•

•

Multimedia

•

•

Room ExperienceTM technology

®

•
•

•

•

Room Experience technology
TM

Wearing style
Single-sided headset

Wearing style

Double-sided headset

•

•

Headband

•

•

Neckband

*	In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

•
•

•

•

Single-sided headset

•

•

•

Double-sided headset

•

•

Headband

•

•

•

•

Large leatherette ear pads

•

•

•

•

* Connects to two actively paired Bluetooth® devices and eight devices in the pairing list, Bluetooth® 5.0
** In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

•

•
•
•

•

Comparison Overview
Wired Headsets

Art. no.
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ADAPT
160T ANC
USB

ADAPT
160T ANC
USB-C

ADAPT
165T
USB II

ADAPT
165T
USB-C II

ADAPT
135T
USB II

ADAPT
135T
USB-C II

ADAPT
160T
USB II

ADAPT
160T
USB-C II

ADAPT
130T
USB II

ADAPT
130T
USB-C II

1000219

1000221

1000902

1000906

1000900

1000904

1000901

1000905

1000899

1000903

•

•

•

•

Wearing style
Single-sided
Double-sided

•

•

•

•

•

•

Headband

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

On-the-ear

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Large leatherette ear pads

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Large acoustic foam ear pads
Connectivity
Softphone/PC via USB

•

•
•

Softphone/PC via USB-C

•
•

•
•

Mobile phone via 3.5 mm jack

•

•

•

•

Tablet via 3.5 mm jack

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Microphone
Noise-cancelling microphone

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Hideable boom arm

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

•

•

In-line call control unit

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Optimized for calls & multimedia

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

EPOS ActiveGard® technology

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Carry pouch

•

•

•

•

•

•

Noise at Work, (EU directive)*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•***

•***

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Features & technologies

Unified Communications
Optimized for UC
Microsoft Teams Certified**

* In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)
** Microsoft Teams Certification applies when USB/USB-C is connected to PC or Mac
*** Pending certification

Comparison Overview
Wired Headsets

Art. no.

Comparison Overview
Speakerphones

IMPACT
SC 665
USB

IMPACT
SC 635
USB

IMPACT
SC 660
ANC USB

IMPACT
SC 630
USB ML

IMPACT
SC 260
USB MS

IMPACT
SC 230
USB MS

IMPACT
SC 60
USB ML

IMPACT
SC 30
USB ML

1000645

1000643

1000650

1000552

1000579

1000578

1000551

1000550

EXPAND
Capture 5

EXPAND
80T

EXPAND
30T

1000895

1000203

1000225

•

•

•*

•*

USB-C

•

•

NFC

•

•

Softphone/PC

•

•

Mobile phone

•**

•**

Tablet

•**

•**

Art. no.
Connectivity

Environments

•

Medium noise
High noise
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

USB-A

Connectivity

•

•

•

Bluetooth®

Softphone/PC

•

•

•

•

•

Mobile phone

•

•

Devices

Tablet

•

•

Microsoft Teams Rooms System on a Windows compute unit

Features
EPOS ActiveGard® technology

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Noise At Work (EC directive)*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Noise-cancelling microphone
Ultra noise-cancelling microphone

•

Multimedia & music listening

•

Software upgrade support

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Single-sided headset
Double-sided headset

•

Headband

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Workspace & size
Own desk (1 participant)

•

Personal rooms (1 participant)

•

Huddle/small rooms (2-6 participants)
Mid sized meeting rooms (6-12 participants)

Wearing style

•

•

•

•

(•)

•

(•)

•

Large meeting rooms (12+ participants)
Microphones

6

2

USB dongle

•

•

Compatibility

Multimedia and music listening

•

•

Conferencing across devices

•

•

EPOS Headset Compatibility Guide is a tool to help you find EPOS solutions
(headsets and/or connectors) that works with your device(s).

Kensington lock support

•

Do you need help choosing, or need assistance setting up your product? If so,
please visit: eposaudio.com/enterprise/technology/compatibility-guide

Design

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Beamfoaming microphones

7

Features
Advanced voice recognition

•

Live automated meeting transcription

•

Kvadrat fabric
Stainless steel

* In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

((•))

EXPAND 80 Mic

(•)
((•))
*
**

Up to 8 participants
Available as additional accessory
Via included USB-C to USB-A adapter
When connected via USB-C performance is device dependant

•

•
•
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